
Galaxies 

 

Our galaxy is_____________ light years across and about _____________ light years thick at its 

widest point, near the core. 

 
Our Solar System, on the other hand, is about _________ light years across. 

 
To put this in perspective, imagine our solar system as the size of a bean. At this scale, the Milky 

Way galaxy would be the size of Lake Superior. 

 

All galaxies contain __________, ______________ and ________. Galaxies with more dust than 

others tend to produce more __________. This is because stars form from ________ and 

__________ present in nebulae. Some ancient galaxies have almost no dust because it has all 

been used up in making __________. 

 

It is thought that each galaxy contains, at its centre, a __________  ________, 

 

Black Holes 

 

A black hole is a region of space where ______________ is so strong that nothing, not even 

__________, can escape. 

At the centre of the Milky Way, a number of stars can be seen rapidly orbiting around a point in 

space that seems to have nothing in it. This is almost certainly a black hole. 

The main way that black holes affect their surroundings is through their tremendous  

__________________________  ________. 

 

Their gravity is strong that they can pull stars right into them, completely ______________ the 

star and increasing the ________ of the black hole. 

 

It is estimated that the Milky Way's black hole has been pulling __________ in for at least 

__________________ years. The black hole currently has a mass equal to that of about 

__________________ stars. 

 

 



Astronomers speculate that when galaxies ______________, the black hole at he centre of each 

gradually moves toward the other. After hundreds of ________________ of years, they will 

__________ into a single supermassive __________  ________. 

 

Dark Matter 

 

There are billions of __________________ objects in space including stars, planets, comets, ... 

It is thought that all of these objects add up to about ____ % of the total matter in space. 

The remaining ____% of the universe is thought to be filled with ________  ____________. 

Dark matter refers to ____________ in the universe that is __________________ because it 

does not interact with light.  

 

If dark matter is invisible, how do scientists know that it's there?! 

What Do You Think? 

 

 

 

 

Most of the ______________ in the universe is thought to be produced by dark matter. 

 

Star Clusters 

 

Galaxies also contain distinct groupings of stars called ________  ________________, which are 

concentrations of stars in a relatively __________ region of space. 

 

There are two types of star clusters, ________ clusters and ________________ clusters. 

Open clusters contain a few _____________ to a few ________________ stars while globular 

clusters contain hundreds of __________________ of stars drawn together in a 

__________________ form by the stars' ______________. 

Globular clusters are the ____________ star groups in a galaxy. 

  



Galaxy Shapes 

 

Galaxies are classified according to four main shapes: 

1. _____________________________________ 

 

2. _____________________________________ 

 

3. _____________________________________ 

 

4. _____________________________________ 

 

Spiral and Barred Spiral Galaxies 

 

Spiral galaxies are named for the spiral-shaped ________ that radiate out from the 

____________ of the galaxy. 

 

About ________ of all spiral galaxies, including our own, have what appears to be a ______ 

across them. These are called ____________ spiral galaxies. 

 

A wave moving outward from the central regions of the ____________ causes the gas and 

________to compress into arm-like bands that ____________ around the central hub. 

 

______________ keeps the spirals from flying apart. A typical spiral galaxy completes one full 

________________ once every ______  ______________ years. 

 

From the side, a spiral galaxy looks like a thin ________. The ________ is difficult to see 

through all of the ________ and __________ between stars, like the smog in a city. 

It is in these dusty regions that stars are ________. 

The disk of a spiral galaxy is not completely ________. Near the core is a widening called the 

central __________, consisting mainly of very ______  __________. 

  



New stars ____________ form here because of the lack of ________ and __________ between 

the stars. 

Surrounding the central bulge and most of the disk is the galactic ________, an area made up of 

individual __________. 

 

Elliptical Galaxies 

 

An ellipsoid is like a flattened ____________. 

 

Elliptical galaxies range in shape from nearly __________________ to football-shaped, or long 

and ____________________ like a pencil. 

 

They are thought to be formed when other galaxies __________ and are the ______________ 

galaxies in the universe. 

 

They contain very little ________ which means they have fewer __________ stars than spiral 

galaxies do. 

 

Irregular Galaxies 

 

The distorted form of an irregular galaxy may result from a galaxy __________________ with 

another galaxy or from a galaxy getting so __________ that the ________________ force of 

another galaxy drew stars away. 

The Milky Way is actually part of a __________ of about ____ other galaxies.  

These ____________ are called galaxy ________________and ours is called the Local Group. 

 

Galaxy Clusters 

 

More than ___________________ stars lie inside our Local Group. 

 

Our Local Group is also part of a Local ______________ of galaxies that is, in turn, part of the 

Local __________  ______________ 

 


